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1. INTRODUCTION 
All the groups in this paper are finite. 
According to the well-known theorem of H. Wielandt, a group G is 
solvable if it possesses three solvable subgroups whose indices are, pairwise, 
relatively prime. This paper investigates the structure of groups G with two 
solvable subgroups of relatively prime indices. Such groups G satisfy the 
following hypothesis, which we denote by (H): 
HYPOTHESIS (H). G is a group with solvable proper subgroups A and B 
such that G = AB and (IA I,1 B I) = 1. 
We use the recently established classification theorem for finite simple 
groups to obtain the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G satisfy hypothesis (H). Then the composition 
factors of G belong to one of the following types: 
(i) cyclic of prime order, 
(ii) PSL(2, 2”), n > 2, 
(iii) PSL(2, q) with q = -l(4), 
(iv) PSL(3,3), 
(VI Ml,. 
We use the detailed results in [7, 8, 17, 24, 29, 3 1 ] to conclude: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a simple group such that G satisfies (H). 
Then the odd order factor group is cyclic or Frobenius. 
In 1904 Burnside [9] proved the solvability of groups factorizable by two 
prime powers subgroups. Many years later Wielandt [32] proved the 
solvability of finite groups factorizable by two nilpotent subgroups of 
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relatively prime orders. Our main theorem is a generalization of these 
remarkable results. 
Groups satisfying (H) under additional assumptions have been considered 
by many authors. Rowley [27] showed that if G satisfies (H), where 
A = O,(A) x O,,(A) and B is metanilpotent of odd order, then G is TC- 
separable, with rr = ~(O,@)). Z. Arad and D. Chillag [3] showed that if G 
satisfies (H), where A = O,(A) x O,(A) and B is of odd order, then G is TI- 
solvable with r= n(O,@)). Recently Arad and Ward [4] characterized 
finite groups where one of the factor groups is a 2’-group. Also 
(6. 13-15, 23, 251 studied groups G satisfying (H) under suitable restrictions. 
This is a partial list. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If X, Y are subsets of the group G, we write XL Y, if X is a subgroup of 
Y, and Xc Y if X is a proper subgroup of Y. 
Group isomorphisms will be denoted by ‘v. The set of primes dividing ] G ] 
is denoted by n(G). If r E n(G), we denote by G, a Sylow r-subgroup of G. 
Following Hall [20], ‘f 1 r c n(G) is a set of primes, we say that G satisfies 
E, if G has a Hall rr-subgroup denoted by G,. If G satisfies E, and any two 
G, subgroups of G are conjugated in G, we say that G satisfies C,. 
In this paper we use freely the following results: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If K is a normal subgroup of G such that K satisfies 
C, and G/K satisJies E, then G satisfies E,. 
Proof See [20, Theorem E2]. 
Let G be a finite simple group and construct its prime graph as in [33]; 
the vertices are the primes r E n(G), two vertices r,, rz E n(G) are joined by 
an edge if and only if there exists g E G such that ] g] = r, rz. Each connected 
component in the prime graph of G is a prime graph component of G. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If G is soltlable with more than one prime graph 
component, then G is Frobenius or 2-Frobenius, and G has exactly two 
components. 
Proof: See 12,331. 
Following [ 11, a proper subgroup M of G is called a CC-subgroup if 
C,(m) c A4 for all m E M#. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G = AB be the product of a CC-subgroup A with 
Z(A) + 1 and a solvable subgroup B. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) Either G is Frobenius or 2-Frobenius. 
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(b) PSL(n, q) c G/Fit(G) c PTL(n, q) where either n = 2 and q = 2”’ 
for some n, or n = q = 3 or n = 3 and q = 2. 
Proof. See [ 1, Theorem 2 1. 
If a,b,s,nEN satisfy a((b”- 1) but aj(6”- 1) for all n<s, then s is 
called the order of b with respect to a. Notation: s = Ord,(b). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (a) Let G satisfy (H), then the prime graph of G has at 
most four components. 
(b) Let G be a solvable group, M c G a CC-subgroup, and r E X(G). 
Then there exist n,, n, E N U (O), such that 
(i) j G,.] = r”l+“j, 
(ii) ml 1 IMI - 1, 
(iii) IMI ) (rnz - l), and therefore Ord,,,(r) 1 n,. 
Proof By Proposition 2.2. 
Let G be a simple group of Chevalley type (normal or twisted) over a 
finite field with q =p” elements. We always denote by p the field’s charac- 
teristic. It is known [ 111 that NG(Gp) is a Bore1 subgroup of G. If G is of 
rank m, there is a fundamental system of roots {ai,..., a,,,}, such that G is 
associated with the group generated by the root subgroups Xaj. We denote 
by Uai c G the corresponding subgroup of G associated with Xai. 
Throughout this paper we consider only Chevalley groups with a trivial 
center. If 1 < i < m, we denote by Pi = (N&G,), U-,,/j# i) a maximal 
parabolic subgroup of G associated with the set {a,,..., a,,,}, by Li the group 
(Us,, K,,/j # i), and by x the group XO,(Pi)/O,(Pi) for all XL Pi. By [ 121 
Li IS a product of pairwise commuting covering groups of Chevalley type, 
and its structure can be found by deleting the vertex i from the Dynkin 
diagram of G. The Dynkin diagram of G we obtain from [ 111. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of rank m and 
characteristic p. Then for all 1 < i < m: 
(i) Pi = NG(Gp) Li, 
(ii) Li a Pi. 
(iii) Let D c Li be a group of Chevalley type associated with a 
connected component in the Dynkin diagram of G without the vertex i. Then 
D a Li. 
(iv) Let M c G such that G, c M, then M c Pi for some 1 < i < m. 
Proof For (i) and (ii) see [ 121. For (iii) by [ 1 I, 121, and by a look at 
the Cartan matrix of G without row i and column i. For (iv) See [28]. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let G be as in Proposition 2.5, and assume that G 
satisfies (H). Then there exists i, 1 < i < n, such that: 
(i) Pi = B(A n Pi) or Pi = A(B n Pi), 
-- - 
(ii) Li = (A n Pi n L,)(B n Pi n Li). 
(iii) Let D c Li be as in Proposition 2.5(iii). Then fi= 
(A n Pi n D)(B n Pi n 0). 
Proof: (i) Let G satisfy (H). Without loss of generality assume that 
G, 5 B. By Proposition 2.5(i) there exists 1 < i < m such that B E Pi, and 
then Pi = B(A n Pi). 
(ii) By Proposition 2.5(ii) Li 4 Pi, since (IA n P,l, IB n PJ) = 1, it 
follows by [ 271 that Li = (A n Pi n q)(m n G). 
(iii) By Proposition 2.5(iii) as in (ii). 
Let G be a group of Chevalley type of characteristic p. Then following 
I28 ] L c G is said to be flag-transitive if G = N&G& L. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of rank m > 2, 
and suppose that L c G is flag-transitive. Then G belongs to one of the 
following types : 
(i) A,(2) ‘5 A,(7) and IL 1 = 3.7, 
(ii) A,(2) = A, and L z A,, 
(iii) B2(3) E ‘A,(2) and (L I = 2(‘.3.5. 
Proof. See [28]. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G be a group of Chevalley type of characteristic p. 
Assume that G satisJes (H) and I B 1 / [No(G Then A is flag-transitive. 
Proof: See [ 18. Lemma 6.4.21. 
For the proof of the main theorem we have to check the list of known non- 
abelian simple groups satisfying (H). 
In [ 71 Blaum found the factorization of the families A,(q), A,(q), ‘A,(q), 
and 2B2(22”+‘) by using [8,24, 29,3 11. In particular, he showed that 
A,(q), q = l(4), q # 5, 32, 29, and 2B2(22”+1 ) do not admit any factorization; 
A?(q). q > 3? ‘A,(q), A,(32), and A,(29) do not admit any factorization as a 
product of two solvable subgroups. A,(2”) satisfy (H) with A cyclic of order 
(2” + 1) and B a normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup. A,(q), q E -l(4), 
satisfy (H) with A a dihedral group of order (q + 1), and B a normalizer of a 
Sylow p-subgroup, and, if q = 7, also with JA I = 7 and B = S,. A,(3) 
satisfies (H) with A of order 13. 
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In Sections 3.2-3.4 we check property (H) for the groups 3D,(q), ‘F,(q), 
and *G,(3 2n+ ’ ), respectively. In Section 3.5 we complete the checking of the 
Chevalley groups with q > 3 (As in [ 181 the order of the field is q if G is 
normal, and q* in the remaining twisted group.) In Sections 3.6-3.15 and 
3.16-3.27 we check the property (H) for the remaining Chevalley groups 
with q = 2 and q = 3, respectively. 
In Section 3.1 we explain that the alternating roups An do not satisfy (H) 
for n > 6. In Sections 3.28-3.53 we finish checking the Sporadic groups. The 
odd prime graph components and consequently the CC-subgroups of these 
groups we obtain from [33]. We shall prove that the only Sporadic group 
satisfying (H) is M,, , with B a normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup, and A a 
Frobenius subgroup of order 55. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Assume the theorem is false, and let G be a counterexample of minimal 
order such that G satisfies (H). If 1 # N a G, then N and G/N satisfy (H). 
By induction, N and G/N satisfy Theorem 1.1, and, hence, G is an other 
simple group. We remark that A, --A,(4) -A,(5), *G;(3)- A,(8), and 
G;(2) 1 ‘A,(3). Now we prove the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a simple group such that G satisfies (H), 
then G belongs to one of the types (ii)-(v) in Theorem 1.1. 
Proof Let G be a simple group that satisfies (H). 
3.1. G is not of type A, with n > 6. 
Proof Suppose there exists n > 5 such that G 2 A,, satisfies (H). Since 
~(4~) 2 n(A,) = (2, 3, 5) we may assume that there are two primes r, # r2 
such that (rl, r,} = x c z(B). By (H) B is solvable and (JAI, IBI) = 1, then B 
satisfies E,, and hence also A,, satisfies E,. By Proposition 2.1 S, satisfies 
E In view of Theorem A4[20],7c= (2,3} and n E {7,8}. Now 
=<i,) = rr(A,) = (2,3,5, 7}, 5 and 7 do not divide jB1, hence (5, 7) & n(A). 
By the same argument A satisfies E,,,, but S, does not satisfy E,.,, a 
contradiction. Thus 3.1 holds. 
3.2. G is not of type “D,(q). 
Proof. Let q =p” such that G = ‘Dq(q) satisfies (H). Without loss of 
generality suppose that G, c B. By Proposition 2.5(iv), B G Pi for some 
1 < i < 2. Next we will prove that 1 BI ( 1 N,(G,)I, clearly it suffices to prove 
that: 
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(a) IBrIG ING(G,)l, for all P z I-E W,(G,)), and 
(b) r E n(A) for all r E rr(Pi) - rr(N,(G,)). 
First note: 
I 3~4(s)l = P(q2 - 1w - w?* +q4 +11, 
Proof of (a). If r E z(PinN,(G,)), then rl(q’ - 1). Since INL,(L,&I = 
dq - 1)/G, q - l), W,I/(s - 11, (s3 - 1)/k - 1)) = 1, and INL2&2)pl = 
q3(q3 - 1)/(2, q3 - l), it follows that (L,), c N,,((L,),). Then (Li),(L,), c 
N,(L,), O,(Pi). As (Li)p O,(P;) = G,, it follows that (Pi), c N,(G,). 
Therefore, jB,[ < lPilr = lN,(G,)I,, and (a) holds. 
Proof of (6). If r E n(P,)-rc(N,(G,)) by Proposition 2.5(i), 
rE n(Li) - rc(N,(G,)), then rl(q’ + 1). Now we obtain that lB),< /PiI,.= 
ILilrG193+ llr=l(4+ l)(q’-q+ l)lr, and IG,I=I(q2--h--1) 
(q8+q4+ l)l,.>lq+ 11,.lq3+ lI,.(q*-q+ l(,=lq3+ 11;. Thus (b) holds. 
Therefore IB I I IN,(G,)I as we claim. Now by Proposition 2.8, A is flag- 
transitive which is impossible by Proposition 2.7. Thus 3.2 holds. 
3.3. G is not of tj’pe 2F4(22n+‘). 
Proof: Let q = 22n+ ’ with n E NU (0) such that G ‘v *F,(q) satisfies 
(H). The proof is as in 3.2. Suppose that G, c_B, then B s Pi for some 
l<i<2. 
3.3.1. *F;(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. ) ‘F;(2)l= 2” . 3’ . 5*. 13,NG(G2)=G2,L, -A,(2) (lL,l= 2.3), 
and L, = *B,(2) (IL21 = 2*5). 
By order consideration B = GZ, but then A is flag-transitive, a con- 
tradiction. 
3.3.2. 2F4(22n+’ ) with n E N does not satisfv (H). 
Proof. I ‘F,(q)1 = q’*(q - l)(q3 + l)(q4 - l)(q6 + l), I NcAGdl = 
q12(q - l)*, L, --A,(q), and L, ‘v *B,(q). 
Since *B,(q) does not satisfy (H), then B c P, . As above, we claim that A 
is flag-transitive. If 2 # r E rc(NG(G2)), then r-1 (q - 1). Since (L,), c 
N, ,((L ,)2), it follows that (L,),(J~,)~ G N,((L,), O,V’,)) = NG(G2). 
Therefore, I B 1,. < /P, lr = I N,(G,)I,.. If r E K(P,)-K(NJG~)), then rl (q + 1). 
Thus, (P, lr = lq + 1 jr < lq + 113 < I G,.I, therefore r E a(A). This proves that 
A is flag-transitive. Now Proposition 2.7 yields a contradiction. 
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3.4. G is not of type ‘G,(3*” + ‘) with n E N. 
Proof: Let G z *G,(q) satisfy (H) with q = 3*“+ ’ for some n E N. 
Suppose that G,c B by 1.6 in [28] B G N&G,), I*G,(q)l= 
q3h - l)(q-’ + lh and lN,(G,)I =q3(q - 1). As ING(G3)12 = 14 - 1 I2 < 
i(q- l)(q+ l)],=]G],, then 2&z(B). In particular 2E7r(A) and q3+ 11 
]A 1. By [33], G has two odd prime graph components 71, = x(q - fi+ l), 
and rc2 = z(q + fi + 1). Consequently, { 2, rcr , n2 } c rc(A), which is 
impossible by Proposition 2.2. 
3.5. G is not of we A,(q) with 12 2, B,(q), C,(q), D,(q), E,(q), E,(q), 
E&h F,(q), G2(qh *A,(q), ‘I,, *E,(q) with q > 3. 
ProoJ Assume G is of any of the above types and suppose that G, c B. 
Theorem 5.3 of Spitznagel [30] implies that B, E N&G,) for all primes 
r E x(B). Thus B E N,(G,), and by Proposition 2.8, A is flag-transitive. This 
gives a contradiction by Proposition 2.7. 
3.6. G is not of type A,(2) with 12 3. 
Proof Let G n, A,(2), for some I>, 3, satisfies (H). Since A,(2) 2: A, by 
3.1, we may assume that I > 4. Suppose that G, s B. Since GZ = NG(G2), by 
Proposition 2.7 there exists a prime 2 # r E n(B). Thus B satisfies E,,,; 
hence G, A,(2) and GL(I + 1,2) satisfy E,,,. By Theorem 2.3.2 of Spitznagel 
[ 301, r = 3 and 1 = 4. In this case (57 ] c n(GL(5,2)) by the same argument 
(5, 7) c z(A), and then G satisfies E,,,. By Corollary 2.1.5 of [30], GL(5,2) 
does not satisfy E5.,, a contradiction. 
3.7. G is not of type B,(2) with 12 2. 
Proof: Let G N_ B,(2) satisfy (H). Suppose that B is not a Sylow 
subgroup of G, and let II = (ri , r2) G x(B). Then B and G satisfy E,. Since 
B,(2) N_ C,(2), then Sp(21,2) satisfies E,. Therefore, by Theorem 4.6 of [30], 
Ord,,(2) = OrdJ2). If I > 4, we have (5,7, 13 1 G 7r(B1(2)), and Ord,(2) = 4, 
Ord,(2) = 3, Ord,,(2) = 6. By the above argument, B,(2) does not satisfy 
(H) if I> 4. Since B,(2) = S,, by 3.1 we obtain that G 2: B,(2), and 
IGI = 29.35.5.7. 
3.7.1. B,(2) does not sarisfy (H). 
Proof: Let G, c B, by Proposition 2.5 B E Pi for some 1 < i < 3. In this 
case, L, ‘v A,(2) A,(2), L, ‘Y A,(2) 2 A,(7), and L, 2 B,(2). Since B,(2) 
does not satisf; (H), then 1 < i < 2. 
If B c P,, by order consideration (5, 7) c n(A), which is impossible by 
the above argument. If B E P,, then IP213 = IL213 < ]G13. Therefore, by 
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Proposition 2.7, (2,7} z n(B). This gives a contradiction because A ,(7) does 
not satisfy E,,,. Thus 3.7 holds. 
3.8. G is not of type D,(2) with I > 4. 
Proof. Let G 1 D,(2) be a counterexample of smallest order. Suppose 
G, c B, there exists i. 1 < i < 1 such that B c Pi, and then Pi and Li satisfy 
(H). L,-,zLl=A,-,(2) and if l<i<l-2 Li-Aip,(2) Dlpi(2). Since 
D,(2) -A,(2) and by the inductive hypothesis Dlmi(2) does not satisfy (H) 
if 3 <I-i< I- 1. By 3.6, A,-,(2) does not satisfy (If) if i- 1 > 3. 
Therefore, by Proposition 2.6, i < 3 and I< 5. 
3.8.1. D,(2) does not sati@ (H). 
Proof. 10,(2)( = 2’2(22 - 1)(2’ - 1)2(26 - 1) = 2’* . 3’ . 5* . 7 and 
N,(G2) = G?. If i E (1, 3,4) is Li zA3(2). Since A,(2) does not satisfy (H), 
then B&P,. L, =A,(2) D,(2) =A,(2)(A,(2) x A,(2)). Since IP,(, = 
j Lz13 < 3’ = /D,(2)/,, it follows that B = G,. Thus A is flag-transitive, which 
is impossible by Proposition 2.7. 
3.8.2. D,(2) does not satisfi (H). 
Proof. In this case L, = D,(2), L, =A ,(2) D,(2), and L, = 
A,(2) D,(2) u A,(7) (A,(2) x A,(2)). Since D,(2) and D,(2) do not satisfy 
(H), then B c P,. As above, A is not flag-transitive and (P,J, = (L,J, < 
) (2* - 1)(2” - 1)(26 - 1)(28 - l)lj = (D5(2)13. Thus x(B) = (2, 7), but this 
gives a contradiction because A,(7) does not satisfy E2,,. 
3.9. G is not of type F,(2). 
Proof. Suppose G ‘v F,(2) satisfies (H), and then assume that G, c B. 
There exists i, 1 < i < 4 such that B c Pi. In this case L, 1 L, ‘Y C,(2) ‘Y 
B3(2), and L, 21 L, -A,(2) Al(2). By 3.7, B,(2) does not satisfy (H), and 
then iE (2, 3). Now JPij3 = JLijj < 1(2* - 1)(26 - 1)(2* - 1)(2’* - 1)j3 = 
IF,(2)13. and jPil, = (Li17 < (23 - l)* = lF4(2)\,. Thus B = G, again, a 
contradiction by Proposition 2.7. 
3.10. G is not of type E,(2). 
Proof. Suppose GE E,(2) satisfies (If), and then assume that G, c B. 
Consequently, B E Pi for some 1 < i < 6. L, z L, z D,(2), L, -A,(2), 
L, _Y_ L, E A,(2) A,(2), and L, -A,(2) A2(2)A,(2). Since D,(2), A,(2) and 
A,(2) do not satisfy (H), then B 5 P,. As in 3.9, we have that IP,(, = 
IL,\, < 1(2* - 1)(z6 - 1)(2* - 1)(2l* - I)13 = lE#)l3, and lp,(, = (&I, < 
(2’ - 1)3 = JE,(2)1’. Thus B = G,, the same contradiction. 
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3.11. G is not of type E,(2). 
Proof. Suppose G 1 E,(2) satisfies (H), and assume that G, E B. Hence 
BE Pi for some 1 <i< 7. L, -D,(2), L,-A,(2), LJ-A,(2)A,(2), 
L, =A,(2)A2(2)A,(2), L, --A,(2)A2(2), L, =D5(2)A,(2), and L, =E,(2). 
In all the cases there is some component of each Li which does not satisfy 
(H). Therefore, Proposition 2.6 implies a contradiction. 
3.12. G is not of type E,(2). 
Proof. As in 3.11, it suffkes to prove that a maximal parabolic subgroup 
of E,(2) does not satisfy (H). L, -D,(2), Lz-A,(2), L3zA,(2)A6(2), 
L4 = A,(2) A,(2) A,(2), L, = A,(3) A,(2), L, = D,(2) A,(2), L, 1 
A,(2) E,(2), L, Y E,(2). By 3.6 - 3.11, Li does not satisfy (H) for all 
1 < i < n. 
3.13. G is not of type ‘A,(2) with 12 3. 
Proof. Suppose 3.8 is false and let G ‘v ‘A,(2) with I > 3 a counterex- 
ample of smclllest order. We write I = 2k - 1 if I is odd, and I= 2k if 1 is 
even. Assume that G, s B, there exists 1 < i < k such that B C_ Pi. Now if 1 
is odd Lk-,rA k-2(22)A,(2), LkzAk-,(22) and in all other cases 
Li % Ai-,(22) 2A,-2i(2), By Proposition 2.6 and by 3.5, i - 1 < 1, by the 
inductive hypothesis I- 2i < 2. Hence, i < 2 and I< 6. 
3.13.1. ‘A,(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. Suppose G c ‘A,(2) ‘v B,(3) satisfies (H), and then assume that 
G, c B. By Proposition 2.7, a flag-transitive subgroup of G has order 
26 . 3 . 5. Since 3 6? n(A), then A is not flag-transitive. Since 
IB,(3)\ = 26. 3”. 5, then IAl = 5 or IBI = 34. 5. By [33], a subgroup of G 
of order 5 is a CC-subgroup; hence by Proposition 2.3 IBI = 34 . 5. Now B 
is Frobenius or 2-Frobenius and by Proposition 2.4(b), 5 E @,(G,)), but 
n(N,(G,)) = (2, 3 }, a contradiction. 
3.13.2. ‘A,(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. Suppose G z ‘A,(2) satisfies (H), and assume that G, c B. 
Therefore, BE Pi for some l<i<2. ]2A4(2)]=2’0(22-1)(23+1) 
(2”- 1)(25+ 1)=2’0. 35 . 5 . 11, ]No$fz)] = 2” . 32, L, v 2A2(2), and 
L, 2 A ,(4) 2 A,. By Proposition 2.7, A %S not flag-transitive. Therefore there 
exists a prime 2 # r E x(B). If B g P,, then r = 3, but 3 E z(iVL,((L,),) 
implies that IP,I,<3(L,)3=34 c]GIj. Thus, Bc_P,. Since 
IP21J < 3’jL,j, = 33 < ]GIJ, then r = 5. Hence, L, satisfies E,,,, but A, does 
not satisfy E,.,, a contradiction. 
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3.13.3. ‘A ,(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof L , N ‘.4 3(2) does not satisfy (H). Thus B s P,. 
Lz~A,(22)A,(2)rA5A*(2) 
)p,l, < 321L21, < 3’ < l(2) + 1)(24 - 1)(25 + 1)(26 - 1)13 = IG13. 
Since A, does not satisfy E2,5, we obtain B = G,, but A cannot be a flag- 
transitive subgroup, a contradiction. 
3.13.4. ‘A,(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: L, z ‘A,(2) does not satisfy (H), then B s P,. 
L, z A,(22) ‘A,(2) z A, ‘A,(2). 
Now IP,~,<33(L2~,<3’ <](2’- 1)(23+ 1)(21- 1)(25 + 1)(26- 1) 
P’+ l)/,=lGI,. 
As above, we have the usual contradiction. Thus 3.13 holds. 
3.14. G is not of type 2D,(2) with I > 4. 
Proof: Suppose 3.8 is false, and let G ‘v 2D,(2) with 12 4 a counterex- 
ample of smallest order. Suppose that G, 5 B, then B s Pi for some 
1<i~1-1.L,~,~A,~,(2),andif1,<i<1-1,thenL,’~A~~,(2)~0~~,(2). 
By Proposition 2.6 and by 3.6, i - 1 < 2. Since 2D,(2) 2 ‘A,(2) and by the 
inductive hypothesis 1 - i < 2, therefore I,< 5. 
3.14.1. 2D4(2) does not satisjj (H). 
Proof: / 2D4(2)) = 2’2(22 - 1)(2’ - 1)(26 - 1)(2’ + 1) = 212 . 34 . 5 . 7 . 
17, and IN,(G,)I = 212 . 3. L, z ‘D,(2) 2: ‘A,(2), L, = A,(2) 2D,(2) 2: A,(2) 
A,(4), and L, z A,(2) z A,(7). Since 2A,(2) does not satisfy (H), then i # 1. 
Since A cannot be a flag-transitive subgroup, it follows that there exists 
2 # r E x(0,(2)) such that r E x(B). Since A,(4) N A, does not satisfy E,,, , 
and IP,I,<31Lij,<3” ~3~=(~0.,(2)1~, where iE {2,3}, then 3#r#5. 
Hence i = 3 and r = 7. Now L, satisfies E2,‘, but A,(7) does not satisfy 
E ?.‘, a contradiction. 
3.14.2. 2D,(2) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof: ( ‘D,(2)( = 22”(22 - 1)(24 - 1)(26 - 1)(2’ - 1)(25 + 1) = 220 . 
36. 52. 7. 11. 17 IN,(G2)J=220. 3. L, = 2D4(2), L, 5 A,(2) 2D,(2) = 
A,(2) ‘AJ(2), L, FT A,(2) 2D2(2) N A,(7) A,(4). By the above, B C P,. As in 
3.14.1, we have IP313 ,< 3lL,l, = 33 < 12D,(2)l,, and lP,I, = ILA = 
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5 < I *&WI,. H ence, 7 E n(B), and then L, satisfies E2.,, but A,(7) does 
not satisfy E2.,, again the same contradiction. 
3.15. G is not of type *E,(2). 
Proof. Suppose G z ‘E6(2) satisfies (H), and then suppose G, s B. Let 
1 < i < 4 such that B s Pi. L, N 2D,(2), L, -A,(4)A2(2) =A,A,(7), 
L, zA,(4) A,(2), L, 2: *A,(2). By the above, B G P,. Let 2 # r E n(B). 
Since 1 *E,(2) 1 = 216(2’ + 1)(26 - 1)(2’ - 1)(29 + 1)(2’* - 1), and 
lN,(G2)l = 216 . 3’, it follows that IP21, < 3*1L213 < 3” < I *E,(2)1,. Since 
A,(7) does not satisfy E,.,, and A, does not satisfy E,.,, then’B = Gz, a 
contradiction by Proposition 2.7 and 2.8. 
3.16. G is not of Cheualley type A,(3) with 12 3. 
Proof: Suppose there exist G 2: A,(3) with I > 3 such that G satisfies (If), 
and then suppose G, E B. By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 there exists 
3 # r E n(B), and then B, G and also GL(I + 1,3) satisfy E,.,. By Corollary 
2.3.2 of [30], r = 2 and l< 2, a contradiction. 
3.11. G is not of Chevalley type B,(3) with I> 2. 
Proof: Suppose 3.17 is false, and let G N B,(3) with I > 2 a counterex- 
ample of smallest order. Suppose that G, s B, there exists 1 < i < 1 such that 
B C_ Pi. Now Li 2 A,-,(3) BJei(3). By Proposition 2.6 and by the above 
i - 1 < 2, by the inductive hypothesis I- i < 1 (B,(3) = *A,(2) does not 
satisfy (H) as shown in 3.13.1). Hence I< 4. 
3.17.1. B3(3) does not satisfy (H). 
ProoJ 1B,(3)1= 2-‘39(32 - 1)(34 - 1)(36 - 1) = 39 . 29 . 5 . 7 . 13. By 
(331, a subgroup of order 13 is a CC-subgroup of B,(3). Suppose that B,(3) 
satisfies (H), by Proposition 2.3 1 B) # 13 # JA I. Hence, there exists r # 13 
such that G satisfies E,,,j. Now we apply Proposition 2.4(b) and we obtain: 
if r = 2, then n, < 2, Ord,,(2) = 12, and 9 = n, + n2, which is impossible; if 
r = 3, then n, < 1, Ord,,(3) = 3, then n, = 9, that is 13 E z(NG(G3)) = {2, 3}, 
which is impossible. Since r $ (5, 7) is trivial, then we conclude 3.17.1. 
3.17.2. B,(3) does not satisfy (H). 
Proof. lB4(3)l = 316 . 2” . 5* . 7 ’ 13 . 41, and rr(N,(G,)) = (2,3}. By 
[ 33 1, a subgroup of order 4 1 is a CC-subgroup of B,(2). Now suppose that 
B,(3) satisfies (H). By Proposition 2.3 there exists 41 # r E 7r(B,(3)) such 
that G satisfies Er,4,. Now by applying Proposition 2.4 as in 3.17.1, we 
obtain the following: if r = 2. then n, < 3 and Ord,,(2) = 20, it follows that 
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16#n, +20n,; if r = 3, then n, = 0, consequently 41 E (NG(G3), which is 
false. Since r 4 (5. 7. 13 } is trivial, then we conclude 3.17.2, thus 3.17 is 
true. 
3.18. G is not of Cheualleql type C,(3) with I > 2. 
Proof: Suppose that G 5 C,(3) with 1> 2 satisfies (H). Since 
C?(3) ‘c B,(3), then 12 3, and therefore z= (5, 7, 13) c z(G). In particular, 
by hypothesis (H), there exist at least two primes r, and rz in rc such that G 
satisfies E,, rz. Hence Sp(21,3) satisfies E,,,,?. By 1301, Ord,.,(3) = Ord,(3). 
Since Ord,(3) = 4, Ord,(3) = 6, and Ord,,(3) = 3, we have a contradiction. 
3.19. G is not of Chevalle! type D,(3) with I > 4. 
Proof Suppose 3.19 is false and let G 2: D,(3) a counterexample of 
smallest order. Now suppose G, c B, there exists I < i < 1 such that B G Pi. 
L ,m,~L,~A,-,(3), and if l<i<l-2, Li-Ai~,(3)DI-i(3). 
By Proposition 2.6 and by 3.16 i - 1 < 3, since D,(3) zA,(3), and by the 
inductive hypothesis I- i < 2. Hence I < 5. 
3.19.1. D,(3) does not satis-v (H). 
ProoJ 10,(3)1 = 3” . 2” - 52 - 7 . 13. Since L, 5 D,(3) =A,(3) = L, 
does not satisfy (H), then B c Pz. Lz -A ,(3) D,(3) = A ,(3)(A ,(3) X A,(3)), 
hence (5. 7, 13} c7c(A). By 1331 a subgroup of G of order 13 is a CC- 
subgroup. but by Sylow’s theorems, A satisfies J!?,,,~ if and only if (G),.,3 is 
nilpotent. a contradiction. 
3.19.2. D,(3) does not satis/j (H). 
Proof. /0,(3)1=3”. 215. 5’. 7. 112. 13. 41. L, = D,(3), Lz%A,(3) 
D,(3), L, = A,(3) D?(3) = Az(3)(A,(3) x A,(3)), and L, = L, -A,(3). BY 
Proposition 2.6, B s P,. Since rc(Pz) n ( I 1,4 I} = $, it is sufficient to prove 
that G does not satisfy E,,,,,. By [ 331 G has a CC-subgroup of order 11 2, 
therefore Proposition 2.4(b) provides the desired conclusion. 
3.20. G is not of t)pe F,(3). 
Proof Let G satisfy (H), since by [33] G has a CC-subgroup of order 
73, it follows by Proposition 2.3 that G satisfies Er.73 for some 
73 # r E n(G). 1F,(3)j = 32J . 2” . 52. 72. 13’. 41 . 73. 
Since 73 - 1 = 2332, it follows by Proposition 2,4(b) that if r = 2, then 
9 = Ord,,(2), and 15 = 9n, + n, with n, < 3, which is impossible. If r = 3, 
then 24 = Ord,,(3) n3 + n, = 12n, + n, with n, < 2 must be 73 E z(N,(G,), 
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which is false. Since r 6Z (5, 7, 13,41} is trivial, we have the same con- 
tradiction. 
3.21. G is not of type E,(3). 
Proof. As above, let G = E,(3) satisfy (H), since by [33] G has a CC- 
subgroup of order 757, it follows by Proposition 2.3 that G satisfies E,,,,, 
for some 757 # r E n(G). 1E,(3)] = 3j6 . 2” . 52 . 72 . 133 . 11’ . 41 . 73 . 
757, and 757 - 1 = 2’ . 3’ . 7. From the fact that Ord,,,(2) > 17, it follows 
that r # 2. Since Ord,,,(3) = 9, and 757 4 n(N,(G,)), we have that r # 3. 
Finally, Y r$ (5. 7, 13, 11,41, 73) is trivial. We find again the same contra- 
diction. 
3.22. G is not of type E,(3). 
Proof. Let G 21 E,(3) satisfy (H). Suppose that G, c B, then there exists 
1 <i< 7 such that B EP,. L, -D,(3), Lz=A,(3), L, -A,(3)A,(3), 
L,~A,(3)A2(3)A3(3),L~.5Aq(3)A2(3),L6~05(3)A1(3),andL7-E,(3). 
For each 1 < i < 7 we can find some component of Li which does not 
satisfy (H). This contradicts the assumption by Proposition 2.6. 
3.23. G is not type E,(3). 
Proof. Let G = E,(3) satisfy (H). Suppose that G, c B, then there exists 
i, l<i<8suchthatBEP,. 
L, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
L, 2 A,(3) A,(3), L, z D,(3)A2(3), L, = E,(3)A ,(3), and L, = E,(3). 
As above, for each 1 < i < 8 we can find some component of Li which does 
not satisfy (H), the same contradiction. 
3.24. G is not of type G,(3). 
Proof. Suppose that G N_ G,(3) satisfies (H). By [33] G has two CC- 
subgroups, one of order 7, and the other of order 13. By Proposition 2.3, it is 
sufficient to prove that G does not satisfy Ers,3 for all 13 # r E x(G). 
(G,(3)] = 36 . 2: . 7 . 13. If r = 7 it is clear, if r = 2 because Ord,,(2) = 12, 
and if r= 3 because 6#Ord,,(3)n, +n, = 3n, +n, with n,< 1 and 
13 @ z(NG(G3)), which completes the proof. 
3.25. G is not of Cheualley type *A,(3) with l> 2. 
Proof: Suppose that 3.25 is false and let G N_ *A,(3) a counterexample of 
smallest order. From the earlier comments I > 3. We write I= 2k - 1, if 1 is 
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odd, and I= 2k if 1 is even. Assume that G, z B, then there exists 1 < i < k 
such that B LP,. If 1 odd L,_, -A,-,(9)A,(3) and Lk2:Ak-,(9). In the 
other cases Lj -Ai-,(9) ‘AI-,,(3). Thus, by Proposition 2.6 and by 3.5, 
i - 1 < 1. Since A,(9) does not satisfy (H), then i= 1, by the inductive 
hypothesis I = 3. 
3.25.1. ‘A 3(3) does not satisfi (H). 
Proof: Sincef.,-A,(3) and 12AJ(3)1=36. 2’. 5. 7, then+)? (5,7}. 
By [33 1 ‘A,(3) has a CC-subgroup of order 7. Hence, by Sylow’s theorems, 
G does not satisfy E,.,, a contradiction. 
3.26. G is not of Chevalley type 2D,(3) with l> 4. 
Proof: Suppose that 3.26 is false and let G z 2D,(3) a counterexample of 
smallest order. Assume that G, 2 B, then by Proposition 2.5(iv), B s Pi 
for some I<i<l- 1. L,-,zAlm,(3) and if l<i<l-2 Liz 
Ai-,(3) ‘D,-,(3). Thus, by Proposition 2.6 and by 3.16, i - 1 < 2. Since 
‘D,(3) r ‘A3(3), 2D,(3) 1 A,(9), and, by the inductive hypothesis, f-i < 1, 
thus I= 4. 
3.26.1. ‘D,(3) does not safi& (H). 
Proof: Since L, c ‘A,(3) and L, 2 A,(3) *D2(3) do not satisfy (H), 
therefore B c P, where L, = A2(3). Since IN,(G,)( = 3’* . 25, IA,(3)1 = 
33 . 2” . 13, JP,l, < 25)L312 = 29 < 2” = ( *D,(3)13, therefore 2 & x(B). Thus, 
by Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, z(B) = 13, 13), which is impossible since A,(3) 
does not satisfy E3q,3. 
3.27. G is not of type ‘E,(3). 
ProoJ Suppose that G 5 ‘E,(3) satisfies (H), and also suppose that 
G, c B. Then B&Pi for some 1 ,< i < 4. L, = 2D,(3), Lz N A,(9)A2(3), 
L, -A,(9) A,(3), and L, = ‘A,(3). For each 1 < i < 4 we can find some 
component of Li which does not satisfy H. Hence, we conclude that a 
Chevalley group satisfying (H) belongs to one of the types (ii)- in 
Theorem 1.1. 
3.28. G is not of Sporadic type M,,. 
ProoJ: (M,,I = 26 . 33 ’ 5 . 11. M,, has a CC-subgroup of order 11. By 
Proposition 2.3. M,, satisfies E,.,, for some 11 # r E TC(M,~). 
Since Ord,,(2) = 10, and Ord,,(3) = 5, then using Proposition 2.4(b), 
r = 5. Thus, G has a subgroup of order 26 . 3 3 = 1728. This is not true by 
1171. 
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3.29. G is not of Sporadic type M,,. 
Proof: lMzz[ = 2’ . 3* . 5 . 7 . 11 and M,, has three CC-subgroups: one 
of order 5, another of order 7, and the other of order 11. If G satisfies E,,, , 
with 11 # r E x(M,,), as above, then r = 5. Therefore G has a solvable 
subgroup of order 2’ . 3’ . 7. In particular, G satisfies E,,,. Since 
Ord,(3) = 6. by Proposition 2.4 we have a contradiction. 
3.30. G is not of Sporadic type M,,. 
Proof: IMzJ) = 2’ . 3’ . 5 . 7 . 11 . 23, and M,, has a CC-subgroup of 
order 11 and another of order 23. Using Propositions 2.3 and 2.4(b), and by 
simply examining the power of the primes r E x(M*~), we obtain that G 
satisfies Er,23 if and only if r = 11. Then G has a solvable subgroup of order 
2’ . 3* . 5 . 7 = 40320. By [ 171 a subgroup of M,, of this order is the 
product of A 7 by a subgroup of order 16, which is not solvable. 
3.3 1. G is not of Sporadic type M,, . 
Proof IM24j = 2” . 33 . 5 . 7 . 11 . 23, also M,, has a CC-subgroup of 
order 11 and another of order 23. Since Ord,,(2) = 11, we obtain as above 
that G satisfies Ersz3 if and only if r = 11, and then G has a solvable 
subgroup of order 2” . 3” . 5 . 7. Again [ 17) removes this case. 
3.32. G is not of Sporadic type J,. 
Proof J, = 23 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 11 . 19, J, has three CC-subgroups of order 7, 
1 1, 19, respectively. The Sylow theorems imply that none of these three 
subgroups can be normalized by any of the other two. Hence, by 
Proposition 2.4, J, does not satisfy (H). 
3.33. G is not of Sporadic type J,. 
Proof IJ,I = 2’ . 33 . 52 . 7, J, has a CC-subgroup of order 7. By 
Proposition 2.3 there exists r # 7 such that G ‘v J, satisfies Er,‘, then by 
Proposition 2.4(b), r = 2. Thus G has a solvable subgroup M of order 
33 . 5’. By Sylow’s theorems, IM: N,+,(M,)( E l(5). Since Ord,(3) = 4, then 
M = NC,(MS). By [21] 3 & n(C,2(M5)), but 5 E K(C,&)) for some m E M,. 
Now H = (m) M, is a group, and 3.5 I IN,(m) I. Finally, by Sylow’s 
theorems, H = NH(m) is nilpotent, a contradiction. 
3.34. G is not of Sporadic type J,. 
Proof IJ,I = 2’ . 35 . 5 . 17 . 19, and J, has two CC-subgroups M, and 
M, , I M, I = 17 and I M, I = 19. Since a group of order 17 . 19 is nilpotent, 
then M, G1 or M,G, is a group. Now Ord,,(2) = 8, and 17 - 1 = 24 follows 
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by Proposition 2.4 that M,G, is not a group. Since Ord,,(2) = 18, by the 
same argument, MzGz is not a group. Thus J, does not satisfy (H). 
3.35. G is not of Sporadic type J,. 
ProoJ J, has 6 prime graph components, then by Proposition 2.4(a) J, 
does not satisfy (H). 
3.36. G is not of Sporadic type HS. 
Proof. IHSI = 29. 3’ - j3 . 7 . 1 I, HS has two CC-subgroups, one of 
order 7, and the other of order 11. By Proposition 2.3 there exists r E x(HS) 
such that G 2: HS satisfies E,,, i. Since Ord,,(2) = 10, and Ord,,(3) = 
5 = Ord,,(5), then by Proposition 2.4(b), r & 12, 3, 5); as r # 7 is trivial, it 
follows that HS does not satisfy (H). 
3.37. G is not of Sporadic type MC. 
Proof: lM~J=2’.3~.5~.7.11,Mchas a CC-subgroupoforder 11. 
As above, MC does not satisfy E,,,, for all 11 # r E I. Again, the same 
contradiction? 
3.38. G is not of Sporadic [ype Sm. 
Proof: Suz = 2’” . 3’ . 5’ . 7 . 11 . 13, Suz has two CC-subgroups, one 
of order 11, and the other of order 13. As above, we see that Suz does not 
satisfy E,.. , , for all 11 # r E ~(SUZ), a contradiction. 
3.39. G is not of Sporadic type Ru. 
ProoJ IRul=2’“. 33. 5”. 7. 13. 29 and Ru has a CC-subgroup of 
order 29. By Proposition 2.4(b) it is easy to see that Ru does not satisfy 
E r.z9 if r # 7. Therefore, suppose G satisfies (H), by Proposition 2.3, G 
satisfies E7.29, hence Ru has a solvable subgroup of order 2” . 33 . 5’ . 13. 
In particular, Ru satisfies E5,,3. Since Ord,,(5) > 3 and 13 E 3(5), then by 
Sylow’s Theorems (Ru),,,, is nilpotent, but by [26j 5 6? n(C,,(x)) if 
1.~1 = 13. Thus Ru does not satisfy (H). 
3.40. G is not of Sporadic type He. 
Proof IHe1=2’“.35.52.73. 17, and He has a CC-subgroup of order 
17. If G 1 He satisfies (H), then by Proposition 2.3, G satisfies Er,,’ for 
some 17 # r E n(He). Since Ord,,(3) > 3, Ord,,(5) > 2 and Ord,,(7) > 3, 
then by Proposition 2.4(b), r = 2. Hence, He has a subgroup of order 
33 . 5’ . 73. which is false by [lo]. 
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3.4 1. G is not of Sporadic type Ly. 
Proof LJ~ has three CC-components, M, , M, and M, of order 3 1, 37 and 
67, respectively. Only nilpotent groups can be of order the product of two of 
these primes, a contradiction. 
3.42. G is not of Sporadic type ON. 
Proof. ON has also three CC-components, M,, M, and M, of orders 11, 
19 and 3 1, respectively. As above, we have the same contradiction. 
3.43. G is not of Sporadic type .I. 
Proof: ].l]= 2*’ . 39 . 5” . 7* . 11 . 13. 23, and .l has a CC-subgroup of 
order 23. Since Ord,,(5) = 22, and Ord,,(3) = 11 = Ord,,(2), then by 
Proposition 2.4, . 1 does not satisfy Er,23 with r E { 2, 3, 5 ). It is easy to see 
that .l satisfies Er,23 only if r = 11. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, if .l satisfies 
(H), then .I has a solvable subgroup of order 2*’ . 36. 54 . 7* . 13. In 
particular, .l satisfies EZ.,3. By [5] 13 6 rr(C,,(e)) for all 0 E .l involution. 
Now IN(.I,* ,, ((.l)i3)] = 13.2” with 0 <s < 2; this implies that l(l),+,,: 
N w2.,,K1L)l = zk with 19 < k < 21. But Ord,,(2) = 12, a contradiction. 
3.44. G is not of Sporadic type .2. 
Proof (.2(= 218 + 36 . 5’ . 7 . 11 . 23, and .2 has a CC-subgroup of 
order 11, and another CC-subgroup of order 23. In particular, as above, .2 
satisfies Er,23 only if r = 11. As above, .2 satisfies E,, and E,< with 
rc = ( 11, 23). By [34] .2 contains D 5 M23, and we know that M,, satisfies 
E Hence, .2 = (.2),,(D),, 
sa&ies (H), contradicting 3.30. 
and, consequently, D = ((.2),. n D)(D),) 
3.45. G is not of Sporadic type .3. 
Proof. I.31 = 2”. 3’ . 53 . 7 . 11 . 23, and .3 has a CC-subgroup of 
order 23. Again, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4(b), .3 satisfies Er,23 only if 
r = 11. Hence, .3 has a solvable subgroup of order 2” . 3* . 53 a 7. By [ 161 
.3 does not have a maximal subgroup M, with 7 E x(M) such that all 
composition factors of M satisfy (H), a contradiction. 
3.46. G is not of Sporadic type M(22). 
Proox IM(22)1= 2” . 39.52.7011.13, and M(22) has a CC- 
subgroup of order 13. It is clear that M(22) does not satisfy E,,13 if r > 3. 
Since Ord,,(2) = 12, and Ord,,(3) = 3, then by Proposition 2.4(b), M(22) 
satisfies E,. ,3 only if r = 3. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, M(22) has a solvable 
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subgroup of order 2 ” . 5’ . 7 . 11. In particular, M(22) satisfies E,.,, . It is 
easy to see that a group of order 7.11 is nilpotent. By [22] we obtain the 
desired contradiction. 
3.41. G is not of Sporadic type M(23). 
ProoJ IM(23)1 = 2” . 3” . 5*. 7. 11 . 13 . 17. 23, and M(23) has two 
CC - subgroups, one of order 17, and the other of order 23. Since M(23) 
does not satisfy E,‘.*), then M(23) satisfies E,,,’ or E7,23r which is 
impossible. 
3.48. G is not of Sporadic type M(24)‘. 
ProoJ: jM(24)‘1= 2*’ . 316 . 5* . 73 . 11 . 13 . 17. 23 . 29, and M(24) 
has three CC-subgroups of order 17, 23 and 29, respectively. As in 3.41, we 
see that M(24)’ cannot satisfy (H). 
3.49. G is not of Sporadic type F,. 
ProoJ IFsI = 2” ’ 3”. 53. 7'. 13. 19. 31, and F, has two CC- 
subgroups of order 19 and 31, respectively. F, does not satisfy E,9,3,, then 
F, satisfies E,3.,, or E,,.,,, which is impossible. 
3.50. G is not of Sporadic type F,. 
ProoJ IF31 = 21J . 36 . 56 . 7 . 11 . 19, and F, has a CC-subgroup of 
order 19. Since Ord,,(2) = 18, Ord,,(3) > 6, Ord,,(5) > 6, then F, does not 
satisfy E,.,9 for all 19 f r E .x(F3). By Proposition 2.3, we have a con- 
tradiction. 
3.5 1. G is not of Sporadic type Fz. 
Proof F, has two CC-subgroups of order 31 and 47, respectively. Since 
F, does not satisfy E3,,.,,, then in particular F, satisfies E,,,,, or E,7.47, 
which is impossible. 
3.52. G is not of Sporadic type F,. 
Proof. F, has three CC-subgroups of orders 41, 59 and 71, respectively. 
As in 3.41, F, cannot satisfy (Z-Z). This contradiction completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.1. 
Finally, to conclude Corollary 1.2, we show the following: 
3.53. If G is of Sporadic type M,,, then G satisfies H with B a 
normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup, and A a Frobenius subgroup of order 55. 
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ProoJ IM,, I= 24 . 3* . 5 . 11, and M,, has two CC-subgroups of orders 
5 and 11, respectively. Since G satisfies (H) and Ord,,(2) = 10, 
Ord,,(3) = 5, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4(b), G satisfies ES,,,. Hence, the 
subgroup A of order 55 is Frobenius, and IB( = 24 . 3’. Finally, by [ 171, B 
has the required structure. 
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